One new class of smooth Bol loops, exceptional Bol loops, is introduced and studied. The approach to the Campbell-Hausdorff formula is outlined. Bol-Bruck loops and Moufang loops are exceptional which justifies our consideration.
Basic differential equations.
We consider a See [1, Chapter 5] . According to general theory, the conditions of integrability for (1.1) are
where A ν is the so-called basic left fundamental vector fields. Evidently
we get the differential equation
(see [1, Propositions 4.12, 4.22] ), allowing to restore the law of composition a · b = ψ (a, b, 1) , where ψ(a, b, t) = a · tb is the solution of (1.4) with the initial condition ψ(a, b, 0) = a.
Conditions of integrability. Now we introduce
Taking x = tb and contracting both parts with (Exp
, and, instead of (2.3), we have 
Matrix form of differential equations. As a result, regarding
as given, we should solve, first, the equation 2) which is the matrix form of (2.4) and, further, solve the equation
which is the matrix form of (3.1). The solution of (4.2) may be presented as a series decomposition depending on 6. Explicit form of structure functions. For an exceptional Bol algebra, due to (5.1), the solution of (4.2) is, evidently, 1) and may be expressed as
Of course, (6.1) or (6.2) should be understood in the right way: there is no need for the existence of = ρ 1/2 , since the final result in the form of the series depends only on = ρ.
Explicit form of basic vector fields. Now we solve (4.3), where
= c is given by (6.1),
, and, at t = 1, we have
Or, using the formulas of hyperbolic trigonometry, we get 5) and, by (7.4),
As a result,
8. Analogue of the Campbell-Hausdroff decomposition. Now, using the differential equation (1.4) 
we may obtain by successive differentiation with respect to t: 
